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Abstract: The present paper examines how to develop technology-mediated educational

practices from acquisition and participation type approaches towards more sustained,

collaborative knowledge creation, where students’ work is organized around developing

shared epistemic objects (artefacts, processes, practices). Typical forms of technology-

mediated collaborative practices in education are illustrated through a framework of ‘stairs of

collaboration’ related to three metaphors of learning: knowledge acquisition, participation and

knowledge creation. It is maintained that typical functionalities in existing educational web-

technologies, such as various Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), are quite inflexible and

inadequate for shared work on epistemic objects. The main focus in the present paper is on

describing how a basic platform supporting collaborative knowledge creation, called

Knowledge Practices Environment (KPE), has been built to provide affordances to work

around epistemic objects and practices.
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1 Introduction

A current challenge for education is to prepare learners for the emergent knowledge society

through appropriate pedagogical practices that promote competencies for sharing, creating

and working with knowledge and knowledge artefacts in an innovative way; such work would

necessarily involve planning related processes together. Pedagogical practices that are

considered to help to improve such competences include features such as student ownership

and active involvement; collaboration between participants; activities of searching, sharing

and elaborating knowledge; working with authentic, ill-defined problems; and critical

reflection on one’s own activity (Ilomäki, Lakkala & Paavola, 2006; Kozma, 2003;

Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003). Knorr-Cetina (2001) used the notion of ‘epistemic practices’

to describe such knowledge-centered activities in education and work contexts. We use the

term ‘knowledge practices’ as a near synonym for this.

Theoretical approaches emphasizing learning activities where people are

collaboratively developing new artefacts and systematically transforming their knowledge

practices relate to the knowledge creation metaphor of learning (Hakkarainen et al., 2004;

Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005). The notion builds on the two metaphors of learning  the

knowledge acquisition metaphor and the participation metaphor  introduced by Sfard (1998).

Knowledge creation metaphor refers  to  various  theories  that  aim  at  understanding  how  to

organize long-term collaboration to simultaneously develop new knowledge and related

processes. We maintain that these theories, in spite of their differences, emphasize the role of

mediation and the object-oriented nature of human activity, as do the knowledge building

approach (Bereiter, 2002), the progressive inquiry model (Muukkonen et al., 2005), and the

theory of expansive learning (Engeström, 1987). We call this approach ‘trialogical’ (Paavola

& Hakkarainen, 2005; Paavola & Hakkarainen, in press) and differentiate it from those

models of learning that emphasize processes within the human mind (‘monological’ relating

to knowledge acquisition metaphor), and from those approaches emphasizing social practices

or interaction (‘dialogical’ relating to participation metaphor). The trialogical approach

develops models and tools for organizing learners’ activities around shared ‘objects’ (such as

texts, models, conceptual artefacts, but also practices) that are created for some real purpose

or subsequent use, which is often not the case in conventional educational practices. Within

the trialogical approach, individually performed activities and social interaction serve the

longer-term processes of developing specific, concrete, shared objects, collaboratively. Shared

epistemic objects and practices are not fixed objects with stable properties like materials



typically used in educational settings, but open-ended, future oriented, and in the process of

being defined by the participants (see Knorr-Cetina, 2001).

Modern information and communication technology (ICT) presents new opportunities,

yet  also  new  challenges  for  education.  Technology  enables  new  ways  of  collaboratively

working with knowledge, but these possibilities also raise the question, How should

technology best be implemented to serve these educational practices. Computer based media

have, for a long time, been seen to support either “the information genre”  or  “the

communication genre” in people’s activities (Enyedy and Hoadley 2006); that is, existing ICT

is mainly suited for sharing information (“monologues”) or for supporting social interaction

(“dialogues”) as respective social activity. Web-based technology, however, gives new means

for collaboratively developing and creating epistemic artefacts and related practices

(Miettinen, 2006). Some recently developed network applications, such as wikis, have been

especially designed to afford this kind of co-construction of knowledge through the Web.

Consequently, modern technology is closely related to practices of working with knowledge,

but also to specific ways of understanding learning; these ways are similar to the knowledge

creation or trialogical view.

In the present article, we first suggest a framework that shows, concretely how various

types of technology-mediated collaboration in typical educational practices can be outlined in

relation to the three metaphors of learning. Then we describe how the ideas of relevant

software support for collaborative knowledge creation have been implemented in a

Knowledge Practices Environment (KPE), a web-based system developed in an EU funded

Knowledge Practices Laboratory (KP-Lab) project (see http://www.kp-lab.org).

2 Forms of collaboration through technology

If it is acknowledged that one central goal in present-day education is to transform

technology-mediated practices from acquisition and participation type approaches towards

systematic knowledge creation practices, then the desired transformations have to be

explicated in more concrete terms. For instance, what is the relevant nature of students’

activities or the role and type of appropriate technology, compared to existing conventions

and technologies. In the present article, we have modeled the varying forms of web-based

collaboration practices by illustrating them in terms of ‘the stairs of collaboration’ (see Figure

1), building on the ideas of Lehto and Terva (2001). The steps in the framework are defined

according to the increasing extent and complexity of collaboration that the practices reflect
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